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FROM PERSONAL PASSION  

TO DESIGN BRAND
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Warm Nordic is a passion and something very close to my heart. For me and many other people, the 
Scandinavian style and way of life are full of warmth. It is far from ‘Cool Nordic’, as it is often referred to. 
Sure, it can be cold outside, but the atmosphere indoors is warm. The style isn’t about excessive deco-
ration, but about a warm, authentic look and maybe even an open fire. It’s this style that has made the 
Danish concept of hygge so famous throughout the world.

I’ve been collecting Scandinavian design for many years, and I’ve even furnished the Kähler restaurants 
with my 50s and 60s auction finds. On several occasions, guests have asked about the classic chairs, 
tables and lamps, which were no longer being produced. So an idea began to take shape. I contacted 
the descendants of the original architects and designers, and found huge support from the families for 
injecting new life into the beautiful designs in Warm Nordic.

With other people noticing the beauty and quality of the old classics, I couldn’t bear the idea that icon-
ic chairs by Hans Olsen and Knud Færch, or internationally sought-after lamps by Svend Aage Holm-
Sørensen, should only live their lives at international auctions. Now Warm Nordic has brought them, 
and a wide range of other classic designs, to life.
 
At the same time, the old masters have been united with the best contemporary designers. So Warm 
Nordic features both a Classic Collection and a Contemporary Collection. Together the two collections 
illuminate the quality of Scandinavian design and its independence from time and generations. By 
founding Warm Nordic I want to provide design-lovers with a passion for classic Scandinavian interiors 
with new, high quality choices. 

I hope that many people will be delighted with this integrated, curated universe, which expresses the 
warm, informal mood so typical of Scandinavian design.

We aren’t cool. We’re Warm Nordic.

Warm Regards,

Frantz Longhi
Founder of Warm Nordic
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Hans OlsenThe Orange Lounge Chair

Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen Ambience Table Lamp

Morten & JonasFrom Above Side Table



Hans Olsen’s remarkable designs from the 1950s are vivid examples of the beautiful 
diversity of Danish Modernism. Danish architect and industrial designer took on the 
classic virtues of the Academy of Fine Arts and the great master, Kaare Klint, but 
opted for a more playful and experimental approach to furniture design. 

Hans Olsen challenged contemporary production methods and much of his inspira-
tion came from the opportunities offered by moulding wood. A refusal to compro-
mise in terms of comfort, functionality and aesthetics is Hans Olsen’s trademark, 
and his iconic design attracts just as much attention today as it did back then.  
After consultation with Hans Olsen’s family, Warm Nordic will uphold the design  
legacy of this great architect and will regularly launch more House of Hans Olsen 
uncompromising designs.

House of

HANS OLSEN 

Hans OlsenFried Egg Lounge Chair

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenBrass Top Table Lamp

Joa HerrenknechtJoin Candleholder

Morten & JonasFrom Above Side  Table

76

Fried Egg 

Designed by Hans Olsen

1919 - 1992
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The Orange

Designed by Hans Olsen

Balloon 

Designed by Hans Olsen



The key feature of the Gesture chair is its accommodating design, 
which is moulded in a single piece. In both aesthetic and ergono- 
mic terms, it is a successful result of Hans Olsen’s fascination with this 
method of manufacture. Gesture  chair has its own unique charac-
ter, flinging open its arms and saying ‘Welcome’. It has been specially  
selected for the Warm Nordic range as a tribute to iconic Nordic  
design that invests modern décor with invaluable diversity and depth.

Nordic design within reach
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Exclusive 1st edition in black  with beautiful floral textile.
A collector’s item that is available only until 30 April 2018. 

Gesture Chair 1st Edition

Designed by Hans Olsen
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Gesture Chair 

Designed by Hans Olsen

Gesture Chair is available in an abundance of stunning 
colours and comes in a unique type of wood, with seat 

upholstery or with seat-and back upholstery.
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Arne Hovmand-OlsenSurfboard Coffee Table

Hans OlsenMr Olsen Lounge Chair

Hans OlsenMr Olsen Sofa

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenOpal Shade Pendant  

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenCone Floor Lamp

The elegant Mr Olsen sofa was originally de-
signed in 1958 by the architect Hans Olsen, 
originally familiar as part of the 800 range. 
Compared to other design classics of the  
period, the organic appearance of the range 
generates an unusual lightness.

Mr Olsen’s special elegance derives particular-
ly from the soft, sophisticated shapes of the 
sofa’s armrests and the round, tapered legs. 
The upholstered sofa was a tried-and-test-
ed genre piece for designers like Olsen, who 
were trained in the tradition of Kaare Klint. But 
Olsen succeeded in going his own way and 
designing Mr Olsen with character and flair, 
thereby capturing the zeitgeist of the 1950s, 
when experiments, bravery and skill resulted 
in world-class furniture.

A sophisticated 

genre piece

Mr Olsen

Designed by Hans Olsen



Arne Hovmand-Olsen had the world in mind, both before and after the 1950s, when 
he became one of Denmark’s renowned furniture desig- ers. The son of a farmer 
and an aesthete by nature, he started as an apprentice cabinetmaker, before stud-
ying furniture design and pursuing his passion for visual composition and furniture 
design. In 1944, Arne Hovmand-Olsen opened his own design practice, where he 
united the details of classic craftsmanship with innovative, modern design.
 
He was a pioneer, not only in the field of architecture, but also in the field of exporting 
designer furniture to accommodate the large interest abroad. In consultation with 
Arne Hovmand-Olsen’s family, Warm Nordic is upholding the legacy of this great furni-
ture designer and will regularly launch more  House of Arne Hovmand-Olsen classics.

House of

ARNE HOVMAND-OLSEN
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Evermore 

Designed by Arne Hovmand-Olsen

1919 - 1989

Knud FærchCow Horn Chair 

Arne Hovmand-OlsenEvermore Dining Table
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Svend Aage Holm-SørensenLightsome Floor Lamp

Arne Hovmand-OlsenLean Back Lounge Chair

Sara Wright PolmarSecant Cooffee Table

Lean Back

Designed by Arne Hovmand-Olsen



Even when he was very young, when he joined his father in his carpentry workshop 
and furniture shop, the scent of wood and the effects of aesthetics made an impres-
sion on Knud Færch. The fascination led Knud Færch to study interior design and a 
landmark meeting with Finn Juhl. The Danish architect taught furniture design and 
inspired Knud Færch to forge his own flourishing career as a furniture designer in the 
1950s and 1960s. 
 
Knud Færch’s furniture design comprises sculptural masterpieces in wood, and 
throughout his life he returned to the chair as a design object. As far as Knud Færch 
was concerned, a chair was a sculpture, which unlike any other item of furniture  
defines a room, and he made it his mission to combine timeless design with  
optimum seating comfort. In consultation with Knud Færch’s family, Warm Nordic is 
upholding the legacy of this great furniture designer and will regularly launch more 
House of Knud Færch iconic designs.

House of

KNUD FÆRCH

Cow Horn Chair 

Designed by Knud Færch
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1924 - 1992



Warm Nordic wants to bestow new life on forgotten iconic designers. So the stun-
ning Classic Collection is made up of furniture, lamps and design created by famous 
Scandinavian design icons. The Classic Collection is complemented by the Contem-
porary Collection with works by the best contemporary designers. Both collections 
exude the warm, informal mood that for centuries has been the very essence of 
Scandinavian design. Meanwhile, all designs, whether classic or new, cultivate the 
essentially timeless Nordic spirit. 

Warm Nordic embraces Nordic beauty, understanding of materials and tradition-
al craftsmanship. Solid wooden furniture. Veneers with beautiful grain. Solid brass 
lamps. Silky matt paint applied with a special technique to create particularly  
attractive surfaces. Cabinet-making with traditional finger joints on classic designer 
chairs. Opal glass, French cane and glazed tile tables recreating the textures of the 
golden age of Danish design. Everything has an informal, straightforward style – the 
epitome of the Nordic lifestyle and design tradition.

CLASSIC &

CONTEMPORARY
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Hans OlsenGesture Chair

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenOpal Shade Pendant

Charlotte HønckeHerringbone Tile Dining Table



Rúna

Designed by Isabel Ahm
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Isabel AhmRúna Dining Table

Knud FærchCow Horn Chair

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenOpal Lamella PendantKnud FærchCow Horn Chair 

Isabel AhmRúna Dining Table
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Hans OlsenGesture Chair

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenBloom Table Lamp

Isabel AhmRúna Desk

Sara Wright PolmarGap  Candleholder

Rúna

Designed by Isabel Ahm



Jacob Hermann possessed an innate love of wood and craftsmanship and pursued 
this love throughout his life. He was always open to change and used his multi-face-
ted talents to explore. By his own account, he was born on a farm at Viborg and was 
a silver medal-winning carpenter’s apprentice in the same area before graduating as 
a furniture designer from the School of Arts and Crafts in Copenhagen and studying 
painting at the Academy of Fine Arts. 

At the Academy, Jacob Hermann refined his talent for drawing and painting and  
shared his knowledge with several other trend-setting Danish designers from the  
mid-20th century. During the course of life, Jacob Hermann also built several  
houses for his family with his own hands. As a passionate carpenter, he always re-
turned to wood and proud craftsmanship. With respect, Jacob Hermann fashioned, 
and captured the essence of everything from the tiniest morsel of wood to the  
hugest chunk of driftwood.

JACOB HERMANN
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Twirling Birds 

Designed by Jacob Hermann

Twirling Birds can be used as an elegant 
version of ‘spin the bottle’. Spin the bird 
gently and let the fun begin.

1910 - 1995
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Dainty & Haven  

Designed by Charlotte Høncke

Charlotte HønckeDainty Pouf

Charlotte HønckeHaven Pouf
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Charlotte HønckeHaven Sofa

Sara Wright PolmarSecant Coffee Table

Charlotte Høncke Dainty Pouf

Secant 

Designed by Sara Wright Polmar
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Warm Nordic is a response to several years’ perception of Nordic design as some-
thing cool. Sure, in Scandinavia it’s cold outside. But inside it’s all warm and comfy. 
Danish cosiness or hygge is so unique that it has become world famous.

Warm Nordic has an all-embracing, playful and welcoming idiom, harking back 
to the greatest classic designers of the 1950s and 1960s and looking to the future,  
featuring curated colours and a choice of genuine materials. We are introducing 
some beautiful dark types of wood and materials such as opal glass, basketwork 
and glazed tiles. The hallmark of Warm Nordic style is an unpretentious, personal 
and relaxed look, naturally rooted in conviviality and cosiness.

A WARM EMBRACE



Hans OlsenGesture Chair

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenCone Pendant

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenSilhouette Table Lamp

Charlotte HønckeBe My Guest Dining Table

Charlotte Høncke  Be My Guest Bench

Charlotte Høncke  Herringbone Tile Console Table
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Be My Guest 

Designed by Charlotte Høncke
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Hans OlsenGesture Chair 1st Edition

Rikke FrostEnigma Cabinet

Gunnar CyrénArctic Glass & Carafe

Charlotte HønckeCompose Coffee Table

Charlotte HønckeCape Sofa

Svend Aage Holm-SørnsenSilhouette Floor Lamp

Morten & JonasFrom Above Coffee Table

Charlotte HønckeDainty Pouf

Charlotte HønckeHaven Pouf

Cape

Designed by Charlotte Høncke
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Charlotte HønckeCompose Coffee Table

Charlotte HønckeHerringbone Tile Side Table

Svend Aage Holm SørensenCone Floor Lamp

Sara Wright PolmarSecant Coffee Table

Rikke FrostGrace Pouf

Sebastian AlberdiMasquarade Mirror

Galore 

Designed by Rikke Frost
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Arne Hovmand-OlsenSurfboard Coffee Table

Rikke FrostGalore Modular Sofa

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenCone Wall Lamp

Charlotte HønckeHerringbone Tile Side Table

Rikke FrostGrace Pouf

Daisy

Designed by Sabine Stougaard

Galore

Designed by Rikke Frost
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Svend Aage Holm-SørensenBloom Table Lamp

Sara Wright PolmarSecant Coffee Table

Sara Wright PolmarGap Candleholder



Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen sketched on everything: envelopes, theatre pro-
grammes, even tram tickets. Some remained sketches and ideas, but others he 
brought to life in the form of lamps. Thanks to a combination of imagination, talent 
and vision, Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen played an important role in Danish lamp 
design. From the 1950s onwards, Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen took the lead in the 
world of modern lighting during the heyday of Danish furniture design. 

As a licensed ornamental metalworker, Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen possessed an 
experimental, yet balanced understanding of materials, creating innovative, high 
quality lamps with an international, yet Nordic look. In consultation with Svend 
Aage Holm-Sørensen’s family, Warm Nordic is upholding the legacy of this great  
lighting designer and will regularly launch more House of Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen  
iconic lamp designs.

House of

SVEND AAGE

HOLM-SØRENSEN
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Bloom 

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen

1913 - 2004
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Opal Shade

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen

49

Opal Lamella

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen

Arne Hovmand-OlsenSurfboard Coffee Table

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenOpal Shade Pendant
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Svend Aage Holm-SørensenCone Floor Lamp

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenCone Wall Lamp

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenCone Pendant

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenCone Pendant

Cone 

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen
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Bloom

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen

Bloom

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen
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Brass Top

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen

Silhouette 

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenSilhouette Floor Lamp

Svend Aage Holm-SørensenSilhouette Table Lamp
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Ambience

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen



Beak Birds 

Designed by Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen
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Svend Aage Holm-Sørensen Beak Birds – Lazy Snipe



We believe that great design, whether iconic design classics or new design inject 
a little bit of extra joy into people’s lives: particularly when that design exudes the 
quality, authenticity and warmth that permeate the Scandinavian design tradition. 
That is why we do our utmost when selecting and curating our furniture, lamps 
and other designs. Everything is rooted in the warm Nordic aesthetic and mood, 
expressed in an integrated design universe, founded on craftsmanship, quality and 
genuine materials.

We take pride in the fact that Warm Nordic will be giving you an unusually high level 
of design and quality for your money.

AN INTEGRATED, 

CURATED DESIGN 

UNIVERSE
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Warm NordicNebula Cushion

Warm NordicMoodify Cushion

Warm NordicMemory Cushion

Warm NordicCrystal Field Cushion
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Stack

Designed by Studio Føy

Repeat

Designed by Welling/Ludvik

Studio FøyStack Candleholder & Vase

Welling/LudvikRepeat Shelf

Studio FøyStack Vase

Studio FøyStack Candleholder 
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Welling/LudvikPebble Bar Stool

Pebble

Designed by Welling/Ludvik
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Meet an inspirational medley of designers from the present, the 1950s and 1960s, all 
of who lend their personality to Warm Nordic. They are individuals with creative pas-
sion and courage: individuals dedicated to great craftsmanship, quality and timeless 
beauty. Across borders, decades and generations, they spread joy with designs for 
the heart. For you. 

MEET OUR

DESIGNERS

CLASSIC DESIGNERS

Jakob HermannHouse of 
Arne Hovmand-Olsen

House of 
Knud Færch

House of
Svend-Aage Holm-Sørensen

Gunnar Cyrén

House of 
Hans Olsen
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CONTEMPORARY 

DESIGNERS

Rikke Frost Morten & Jonas Isabel Ahm Sabine Stougaard

Joa Herrenknecht

Sara Wright Polmar

Charlotte Høncke Sebastian AlberdiWelling/Ludvik

Studio FøyHalskov & Dalsgaard
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We would love to show you more

@warmnordic

Experience the full collection

warmnordic.com


